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Training and Testing Phase

In the biomedical domain there are a lot of electronic documents that report
experiments related to patients who were treated with medicines that can
originate a positive effect or a negative effect (from the disease or from the use
of a given treatment).

Nowadays, researchers and doctors are not able to process this huge number of
documents to extract key information related to some issues of interest. These
documents are in unstructured format, that is, in plain textual form.

Firstly, it is necessary to transform this documents from unstructured to
structured format in order to submit it to an automatic knowledge discovery
process. For that, a methodology of textual preprocessing is proposed which
consists of two phases: Sentence Classification and Identifification of Relevant

Information. The most predominant approaches for knowledge extraction in
the biomedical domain are used in the methodology [1]: machine learning,
rule-based and dictionary-based.

Methodology of Information Extraction

After the sentence classification, it is necessary to identify the relevant
information in each sentence. The sentence is tagged by a Part-Of-Speech
(POS) tagger [4], e.g.: “Six_CD patients_NNS with_IN persistently_RB

abnormal_JJ TCD_NNP results_NNS developed_VBD stroke_NN ._.”

The Sentence Classification process (i.e., a supervised machine learning) is
composed of three steps :

1. The “data uploading” which consists of manually selecting sentences from
papers about negative effect, positive effect and other related to SCA [2];

2. The “preprocessing” that consists of constructing the attribute-value
matrix (AVM) using the bag-of-words model. Weka filters are used to
improve the entry examples;

3. The “apply algorithm” which uses a machine learning algorithm to classify
the sentence in the respective class.

AVM configuration:

− Minimum Frequency = 2;

− Attributes: 1 to 3-grams (1 = present and 0 = absent);

− Not considered: stopwords removal and stemming.

Training and Testing Phase

In [3], sentence classification experiments is explained in details.

Model Use Phase

Example of Sentences

Dictionary: Biomedical Database

Relevant Information Representative Verb

We proposed a methodology of textual preprocessing for information
extraction in scientific papers of the biomedical domain. Two fundamentals
steps are performed to achieve the information extraction goal: sentence
classification and identification of the relevant information.

Regarding the dictionary approach, there are two manual processes which
remains as future work:

− Distinguish term (negative effect) from the treatment (side effect) and
from the disease (complication);

− Hierarchize related terms, for instance, “neurologic infection” and just
“infection”, or “acute severe anemia” and just “severe anemia”.
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